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Abstract 
Most of the work being done to unify General Relativity and Quantum Mechanics 

tries to represent General Relativity in the Quantum Mechanics language. We propose 
Itere an approach to represent Quantum Mechanics in the language of Relat ivity. In 
order to introduce discretness into the language of Relat ivity we consider the classical 
invarients of homolopy theory, in particular the index of a vector field . We insist that 
these invariants be treated as physical quantit.ies, independent of choices of observers 
and conventions. Following this prescription we found an argument tha t pseudo
vectorfields should ha.ve zero index. Hence magnetic monopoles should not exist. We 
give extended philosophical arguments that the index should play an important role 
in Mat.hematics, and hence Physics, based on a novel definition of Mathematics and 
the meaning of the underlying unity of Mathematics. 

l. Introduct ion 
There are two successful theories in Physics: Quantum Mechanics and General 

Relativity. T here is considerable work being done to unify them. Mostly, this 
work tries to represent Relativity as a form of Quantum Mechanics. To a mat.he
matician, however, General Relativity seems to make Physics well-defined and clear, 
[OJ, [S- WJ, [P], whereas Quantum Mechanics is full of t ricks and arguments with coor
dina.te systems and formal manipulations, [Su]. So why not t ry to make Quantum 
Mechanics look like Relativity ? 

To do this, we want sorne way of introducing discreteness and quantum numbers 
into smooth and cont.inuous space-time. In Quanturu Mechanics t.his is done by eigen
vnlues and eigenvectors a.nd symmetries. We believe that in Relativity, one can do it 
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by using the homotopy invariants of Algebraic Topology. A good way to proceeJ is to 
insist. that any homot.opy invariant which arises in a physical way should be treated 
as a physical object.. The ea.siest invariant and most flexible to use is the index of a 
vector fi eld . Hence the Index Principle. 

Principie of Invariance of Index The indexo/ any ''physical " vector field 
is invariant under changes o/ coordinates and orientation of space- tíme. !/ the index 
is undefined, it signals either radiation or unrealistic physical hypotheses. 
Conseque nce Every ''physical" pseudo- vector field has index zero or the index is 
undefined. 

Now the magnet.ic vector field IJ is a pseudo- vector field. That means if we cha.nge 
the orienta.t ion of space, J1 changes to -B. Now Ind(-V) = (- lr Ind(V ) where 
n is the dimension of t.he manifold on which V is defined . Thus Ind (-8) = (- 1)3 

Ind(8). So either ~d(8) is not. defined or Ind(8) =O. Now a. magnetic monopole 
will give rise to a B wit.h index ± l. As t.his is inconsistent witb the Inva.riance of 
Index Principie, we predict t.hat magnetic monopole~ do not exist. 

We remark that since the magnetic vector field B changes for ea.ch observer , we 
provide a more sophisticated version of the argument. . This involves the "fibre bundle 
of space- time" and will be discussed in section 6. But the essence of the a.rgument. is 
t.be one above. 

Magnetic monopoles were predicted by Dirac based on an a lteration of Maxwell 's 
equations whicb made t.hem more symmetric, [F]. Despite Dirac's ideas, magnet.ic 
monopoles ha.ve not been found in nature. More recently rnagnetic rnonopoles were 
predicted using the topological nontrivia.lity of certain principal bundles, [BJ. Our 
non-existence argument is also based on Topology, but our argument is more direct. 
Note that it does not depend on Maxwell 's equations. It is a new kind of argument. 
far Physics and so we devote considerable philosophical discussion in sections 2 and 
3 as to why it is reasonable. 

In sect ion 2, we discuss why the index of vector fields should play an important role 
in Mathematics. This involves the quest.ion of the underlying unit.y of Mathematics. 
In section 3, methods of applying t.he index in Mathematics are discussed. In sect.ion 
4, the definition and key propert ies of the index are listed . ln section 5, natural 
extension ar the ideas ar index and vector fields to fibre bundles are made. In sect.ion 
6, we give a more sophisticat.ed argument that magnetic monopoles do not exist using 
the elect romagnetic field tensor F' We introduce a fibre bundle of space-time which 
clarifies what we mean by the index undefined . Pinally in section 7, we dirscuss how 
the index of different zeros of a vector field a.et like elect ric charge of particles, and 
following this suggestion we speculate t.hat the t ransfer theorem for vert ical vect.or 
bundles combined with the exist.ence of antiparticles gives inductive evidence t.hat. 
particles may be discribed by appropriate vertical vector fi elds on certain fibre bundles. 

lt is a pleasure to t.hank Solomon Gartenhaus fa r numerous discussions and sugges· 
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tions. 

2. The Unity of M ath ematics 

We take the following definit.ion of Mat.hematics: 

Defi nition Ma.thematics is the study o/ well- defined concepts. 
Now well- defined concept.s are crca.t.ions of t.he human mind. And most of t hose 

crcations can be quit.e arbitrary. There is no limit to the well- defined imagination. So 
if one accept.s the definition that. Mathematics is the study of the well- defined , then 
how can Mathematics ha.ve an underlying unity? Yet it is a fact that many savants 
scc a undcrlying unity in Mathematics, so the key question to consider is: 

Question Why does Mathematics appear to have an underlying unity? 

If mat.hematica l unity rea.By exists then it is reasonable to hope that there are a 
few basic principies which explain the occurrence of t.hose phenomena which persuade 
us to believe tha t. Mathematics is indeed unified; just as the various phenomena of 
Physics seem to be cxplained by a few fundamental laws. lf we can discover t.hese 
principies it. would give us great insight into the devclopmcnt of Mathematics and 
perhaps even insight. into Physics. 

Now what. things produce the appcarance of an underlying unity in Mathematics? 
Mathemat.ics appears to be unified when a concept, such as the Euler characterist.ic, 
appears over and over in int.eresting results; or an idea, such as that. of a group, is 
involved in many different fields and is used in Science to predict. or make phenomena 
precise; oran equat.ion , like De Moivre's formula 

ei9 = cosO + i sinO 

yields numerous int.erest.ing relations among important concept.s in several fields in a 
mechanical way. 

Thus the appearance of underlying unity comes from the ubiquit.y of certain con
cepts and object.s, such as the numbers 11" ande and concept.s such as groups and rings, 
and im1ariants such as the Euler characteristic and eigenvalues, which continually o.
ppear in st riking relat ionships and in diversc fields of Mat.hematics and Physics. Wc 
use t.he word broad t.o describe these concepts. 

Compare broad concepts with dcep concepts. The depth of an idea seems to be 
a function of time. As our understanding of a field increases, deep concept.s become 
elcmentary concepls, deep theorems are t ransformed into definitions and so on . But. 
something broad, Uke the Euler characteristic, remains broa.el , or becomes broader as 
time goes on. The relat.ionships a broad concept has with other concepts are forever. 

The Function Principie Any concept which arises from a simple constrnction 
o/ fun ctaons unll appear over and over n.gain throughout Mathematics. 
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We assert the principle that function is one of the broadest of all mathematical 
concepts, and any concept or theorem derived in a natural way from that of functions 
must itseli be broad . We will use this principie to assert that the underlying unity of 
Mathematics at least partly stems from the brea.dth of tbe concept of function. We 
will show how the breadth of category and functor and equivalence and e and 1f and 
de Moivre's formula and groups a.nd rings and Euler Characteristic all follow from this 
principie. We will subject this principie to the rigorous test of a scientific theory: It 
must predict new broad concepts. We make such predictions and report on evidence 
that the p.redictions are correct. 

The concept of a function as a mapping /:X - Y from a source set X to a target 
set Y did not develop until the Twentieth Century. The modera concept of a function 
did not even begin to emerge until the middle ages. The beginnings of Physics should 
ha.ve given a great ímpetus to the notion of function , since the measurements of the 
init ia.I conditions of a.n experirnent. and the final resul ts gives implicitly a function from 
the ini tial states of an experiment to the final outcomes¡ but historia.ns say that the 
early physicists and mathematicians never t.hought this way. Soon thereafter calculus 
was invented. For many years afterwards functions were thought to be always given 
by sorne algebraic expression. Slowly the concept of a mapping grew. Cantor's set. 
theory gave the notion a good impulse but the modern notion was adopted only in 
the Twentieth Cent,ury. See [ML] far a good account of these ideas. 

The careful definition of function is necessary so that the definition of the compo
sition of two functions can be defined . Thus f o g is only defined when the target of 
gis the source of / . This cornposition is associative: (! o g) o h= f o (g o h) and f 
composed wit.h the identity of either the source ar the target is f a.gain. We ca.U a 
set of function~ a categonJ if it is closed under compositions a.nd contains the identity 
fu nctions of ali t he sources and targets. 

Category was first. defined by S. Eilenberg and S. MacLane and wa.s employed by 
Eilenberg and N. Steenrod in the l940 's to give homology theory its functorial cha
racter. Category t.heory beca.me a subjecl in its own right , it's practitioners joyfully 
noting thal almost every branch of Mathematics could be organized as a category. 
The usual definition of category is merely an abstraction of functions closed under 
composition. The functions are abstracted into t.hings called morphisms and composi
t ion becomes an operat.ion on sets of morphisms sat. isfying exactly t.he same properties 
tbat functions and composition satisfy. Most. mathematicia.ns t.hink of categories as 
very abstract t.hings and are surprised to find they come from such a homely source 
as funct.ions closed under composit.ion. 

A functor is a funct.ion whose source and doma.in are cat.egories and which preserves 
coruposition. Tbat. is , if F is the functor, t.hen F(/ o g) = F(/) o F (g ). This definition 
also is abstract.ed and one says category and functor in t he se.me breat.h . 

Now consider the quest.ion: What. st.at.ement.s can be made about a funct.ion f 
which would make sense in every possible category? There a re basically only four 
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statements since the only functions known to exist in every ca.t.egory are the identit.y 
functions. We can say tha:t f is an identity, or that f is a retmction by which we 
mean t.hat there is a function g so that f o g is an identity, or that f is a cross-section 
by which we mean tha.t there is a function h so that h o f is an identity, or finally tha.t 
f is an equi11alence by which we mean that f is both a retraction and a cross- section. 
In the case of equivalence the function h must equal the function g and it is called 
the inverse of f and it is unique. 

Retraction a.nd cross- section induce a partía! ordering of the sources a.nd targets 
of a category, herea.ft.er called the objects of t.he category. Equivalences induce an 
equivalence relation on t.he objects and give us the means of making precise the notion 
that two mathematica.1 structures are the same. 

Now consider t.he self equivalences of sorne object X in a category of functions. 
Since X is both t.he source and t.he t.arget, composition is always defined far any pair 
of functions, as are inverses. Thus we have a group. The definition of a group in 
general is just an abstraction1 where the functions become undefined elements and 
composit ion is the undefined operation which satisfies 1.he group laws of associat.ivity 
and existence of identity and inverse1 these laws being the relations that equivalences 
satisfy. The notion of functor restricted to a group becomes 1.hat of homomorphism. 
The equivalences in t.he category of groups and homomorphisms are called isomor· 
phisms. 

The concept. of groups a.rose in the solution of polynomial equations, with the 
first ideas due t.o Lagrange in the late eighteenth century, continuing through A bel to 
Galois. Fclix Klein proposed that Geometry should be viewed as arising from groups 
of symmetries in 1875. Poincare proposed t.hat the equations of Physics should be 
invariant under the correct symmetry groups around 1900. Since then groups have 
played an iacreasingly important role in Mathematics and in Physics. The increasing 
appearance of this bread concept must have fed the feeling of the underlying unity of 
Mathemai.ics. Now we see how naturn.lly it follows from the Function P rincipie. 

If we consider a set. of functions S from a fixed object X int.o a group G, we can 
induce a group structure on S by defining the multiplication of two functions f and 
g to be f • g where f • g(a) = f(a) · g(a ). Here a runs through a li the element.s in X 

and "·" is the group mult.iplication in G. T his multiplicat.ion can be easily shown to 
satisfy the laws of group mult iplicat.ion. The same idea applied to maps int.o t.he Real 
Numbers or the Complex Numbers gives rise to addition and multiplication on func· 
t ions. These satisfy properties which are abstracted into the concepts of abelian rings. 
If we consider the set of self homomorphisms of abelian groups and use composit ion 
and addition of functions, we get an important example of a non- commutative ring. 
The natural functors for rings should be ring homomorphisms. In the case of a ring 
of funci.ions into the Real or Complex numbers we note that a ring homomorphism 
h fixes the constant maps. If we consider ali funct.ions which fix the constants and 
preserve the addit io111 we get. a category of functions from rings to rings; t.hat. is , these 
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funct ions are closed under composition. We call these funct ions linear tmnsforma
tions. They contain the rfog homomorphisms as a subset . Study tbe equivalences 
of this category. We obtain the concepts of vector spaces and linear tra.nsformations 
after the usual abstraction. 

Now we consider a category of homomorphisms of abelian groups. We ask the 
same question which gave us equivalence and groups1 namely: What statements 
can be made a bout a homomorphism f whicb would make sense in every possible 
category of abelian groups? Now between every possible abelian group there is the 
t rivial homomorphism O: A - B which carr ies ali of A onto the identity of B. Also 
we ha.ve for every integer N the homomorphism from A to itself which adds every 
element to itseU N times, that is multiplicat ion by N. 

Thus fo r a.ny homomorphism h: A - B there are three statements we can make 
which would always make sense. First N o h is the trivia l homomorphism O, second 
that there is a homomorphism r: B - A so that h o r is multiplicat ion by N , and 
third that T o h is multiplication by N. So we can give to any homomorphism three 
non- negative integers: T he exponent, the cross- section degree, and the retraction 
degree. T he exponent is the smallest. posit ive integer such that N o h is the trivial 
homomorph.ism O. If there is no such N then the exponent is zero. Similarly the 
cross-section degree is the smallest positive N such that there is a r , called a cross 
section tronsf er, so tbat h o T is multiplication by N. Finally the retm ction degree 
is the smallest positive N such that there is a r , called a retmction transjer, so that 
r o h is multiplicat ion by N. 

ln accordance with the F\.mction Principie, we predict that these three numbers 
will be seen to be broad concepts. Their breadth should be less than the breadth 
of equivalence, retraction and cross- section beca.use the ooncepts a.re va.lid only for 
categories of abelian groups and homom~rphisms . But exponent, cross- section degrec 
a.nd retraction degree can be pu lled back to other categories via any functor from that 
category to the ca.tegory of abelian groups. So these iotegers potentially can play a 
role in many interesting categories. In fact for the category of topological spaces 
and continuous maps we can say that any continuous map / :X - Y has exponent 
N or cross-section degree N or retraction degree N if the induced homomorphism 
/ . : H .(X) - H . (Y) on integral homology has exponent N or cross- section degree N 
or retraction degree N respectively. 

As evidence of the breadth of these concepts we point out that for integral homo
logy, cross-sedion t ransfers already play an important role fo r fibre bundles. T here 
are natural t ransfers a.ssociated wi th many of the important. classical invari ants such 
as the Eu1er charact.erist ic and t he index of fixed points a.ad the index of vector fields, 
[B- GJ , [Gl] and the Lefschet.z number a.nd coincidence number a.nd most recently 
the int.ersection number, [G- 0]. And a predicted surprise rela t ionship occurs in the 
ca.se of cross- section degree for a map between two spaces. ln the case that. the two 
spaces are closed oriented manifo lds of the same dimensioa , the cross- scction degree 
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is precisely the absolute value of the classical Brouwer degree. The retra.ct.ion degree 
also is t.he Brouwer degree for closed manifolds if we use cohomology as our functor 
instead of homology, (Gl]. 

The mosl. common act.ivity in Mat.hematics is solving equations. T here is a natural 
way to frame an equation in terms of functions. In an equation we have an expression 
on t.he left set. equal to an expression on the right and we want. to find the value of 
the variables for which t.he two expressions equal. \Ve can think of t he expressions 
as being t.wo funct.ion / and g from X to Y and we want to find the clements x 
of X such t hat /(x) = g(x). T he solutions are called coincidences. Coincidence 
makes sense in any category and so we would cxpect the elements of any existence 
or uniqueness t.heorem about. coincidences t.o be very broad indeed. But we do not 
predict the existence of such a theorem. Nevertheless in Topology there is such a 
theorem. It is rest.ricted essentially t.o maps between closed oriented manifolds of 
the same dimension. It assert.s t.hat Jocally defined coincidence indices add up to a 
globally defined coincidence number which is given by the action of f and g on t.he 
homology of X. In fact t.his coincidence number is the alternating sum of traces of the 
composition of the umkehr map /¡, which is defined using Poincare Duality1 and g. , the 
homomorphism induced by g. We predict, at. least in Topology and Geometry, more 
frequent appearances of both the coincidence number and also the local coincidence 
index and they should relat.e with other concepts. 

If we consider self maps of objects, a special coincidence is the fixed point /(x) = x. 
From the point. of view of equations in sorne algebraic setting, t.he coincidence problem 
can be converted into a. fixed point problem, so we do not lose any generality in those 
settings by considering fixed points. In any event the fixed point problem makes 
sense for any cat.egory. Now the relevant theorem in Topology is t.he Lefschetz fixed 
point theorem. In contrast to the coincidence theorem, t he Lefschetz theorem holds 
essentially for the wider class of compact spaces. Similar t.o t.he coincidence t.heorem, 
the Lefschetz theorem has locally defined fixed point indices which add up to a globally 
defined Lefschetz number. This Lefschet.z number is the a.lternating sum of t.races of 
/ . , the homomorphism induced by f on homology. This ma.gnificent theorem is easier 
to apply than tbe coincidence theorem nnd so the Lefschetz number and fixcd point 
index are met more frequently in various situations than the coincidence number and 
coincidence indices. 

In other fields fixed points lead to very broad concepts and theorems. A linear 
operator gives rise to a map on the one dimensional subspaces. The fixecl subspaces 
are generated by eigenvectors. Eigenvectors and their associated eigenvalues play an 
important role in Mathematics and Physics and are to be found in the most surprising 
places. 

Consider the cat.egory of C00 functions on the Real Line. The derivative is a 
function from this category to itself t.aking any function / into J'. T he derivative 
practically defines t.he subject. of calculus. The fixed points of the derivative are 
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multiples of e.r. T hus we would predict that the number e appears very frequently 
in ca.lculus and any field where calcu lus can be employed. Likewise consider the set 
of analytic fuuctions of t.he Complex Numbers. Again we have the derivative and its 
fixed point are the mult.iples of ez . Now it is possible to relate the function e1 defined 
on a complex plane wit.h real valued functions by 

e(a+ib) = eª(cos(b) + i sin(b)). 

We call this equation de Moivre's formula. This formula contains an unbelievab le 
amount of information. Just. as our concept of space-time separation is supposed 
to break down near a bla.ck hale in Physics , so does our defini t ion- theorem view 
of Mathematics break down when considering this form ula. Is it a theorem or a 
defi nition? Is it defined by sin and cos or does it define those two funct.ions? 

Up to now the funct.ion principle predicted only that sorne concepts and objects 
will a.ppear frequent ly in undisclosed rela.tionshi ps wit h importa.nt concepts through
out Mathema.tics. However the de Moivre equation gives us ruethods for discovering 
the precise forms of sorn e of the relationships it predicts. For example, the natural 
question "\:Vhen <loes e" restrict to real valued funct ions?" leads to the "discovery" 
of 1r. From this we might predict that 1T will appear throughout calculus type Math
ematics, but not with the frequency of e. Using the formula in a mecha.nical way we 
can take complex root.s, prove trigonometric ident.ities , etc. 

There is yet another fixed point question to consider: VVhat are the fixed point.s 
of the ident ity map? This question not only ma.kes sense in every category; it is 
solved in every category! The invariants arising from this question should be even 
broader than those from the fixed point question. But they a.re very uninteresting. 
However , if we consider the fixed point quest ion fo r fun ctions which a.re equ ivalent to 
t.he identity under sorne suit able equiva\ence relation in a suitable cat.egory we may 
find very broad interest.ing t hings . A sui table si tuation involves t be fixed points of 
maps homotopic to the ident.ity in the topological category. For essentially campa.et 
spaces the Euler characteristic (also called the Euler- Poincare number) is an invar iant 
of a space whose nonvanishing results in the existence of a fixed point. This Euler 
characteristic is the most remarkable of ali mathematical invariants . It can be defined 
in terms simple enough to be understood by a school hoy, and yet it appears in 
many of the sta r theorems of Topology and Geometry. A restriction of the concept of 
the Leíschetz number, its occurrence far exceeds tha.t of its "pa.rent" concept. First 
me.ntioned by Desca rtes, then used by Euler to study regular polyhedra, the Euler 
characteristic slowly proved its im portance. Bonnet showed in the 1840's that. the 
tot.a.1 curvature oí a closed sur fo.ce equaled a constant times tbe Euler characteristic 
of lhe two dimensional sphere. Poinca.re gave it its topological invaria.nce by showing 
it was the a.ltema.ling sum of Betti numbers. ln the 1920 's Lef:schetz showed t.hat 
it determined the exist.ence of fixed poin t.s oí ma.ps homotopic to the identity, thus 
expla.ining, according to the Funct ion Pr incipie, its remarkable history up to t.hen and 
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predict.ing the ast.ounding frequency of it.s subsequent. appearances in Mat.hemat.ics. 
The Euler characterist.ic is equal to the sum of t.he local fixed point. indices of 

the map homotopic to the identity. We would predict frequent appearances of the 
local index. Now on a smooth manifold we consider vector fields and regard them 
as representing infinitesimally close maps to the identity. Then the local fixed point 
index is the local index of t.he vector field. 

These considerat.ions lead us to t.he prediction that a certain equation due to 
Marston Morse, !MJ. will play a very active role in Mathemat.ics, and by ext.ension 
Physics. This equat.ion, which we call the Law of Vector Fields was discovered in 1929 
and has not. played a role at ali commensurate with our predict.ion up unt.il now. 

We describe the Law of Vector fields. Let M be a compact manifold with boundary. 
Let V be n vector field on M with no zeros on the boundary. Then consider the open 
set of the boundary of M where V is pointing inward. Let a_ V denote t.he vector 
field defined on t.his open set. on the boundary which is given by projecting V tangent 
to the boundary. The Euler characteristic of M is denoted by x(M), and /nd(V) 
denotes the index of t.he vector field. Then the Law of Vector Fields is 

Ind(V) + Ind(a_v ¡ = x(M ) 

We propase two met.hods of applying the law of vector fields to get new results and 
we repon on their successes. T hese successes and the clase bond between Physics and 
Mathemntics encourage us to predict t.hat the Law of Vector Fields and its att.endant 
concepts must play a vital role in Physics. 

3. The Law of Vector Fields 

Just. as de Moivre's formula gives us mechanical methods which yields precise 
relationships among broad concepts, we predict that the Law of Vector Fields will 
give mechanical methods which will yield precise relationships among broad concepts. 

One method is: 

l. Choose an int.erest.ing vedar field V and manifold M . 

2. Adjust lhe vector field if need be to eliminate zeros on the boundary. 

3. ldenlify the global and local Ind V . 

4. ldemify tbe global and local index Ind(8_ V) . 

5. Substitute 3 and 4 into the Law of Vector Fields. 

We predict that. this method will succced because the Law of Vector Fields is 
morally the definition of index, so a l! íeatures of the index must be derivable from 
that single equat ion. We mensure success in the following descending arder: 1. An 
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important faruous theorem generalized; 2. A new proof of an important famous the
orem; 3. A new , interesting result . We put new proofs before new results beca.use it 
may oot be apparent at this t.ime that the new result will famous or important . 

In category l we already have the extrinsic Gauss-Bonnet theorem of di fferential 
Geometry [G3}, tbe Brouwer fixed point theorem of Topology [G3] , and Hadwiger's 
form ulas of Integral Geometry, [G3J, [Had], [Sa]. ln category 2 we ha.ve the Jorda.n 
separation tbeorem, The Borsuk-Ulam theorem , the Poincare- Hopf index theorem of 
Topology; Rouche's t.heorem and the Gauss-Lucas theorem in complex var iables; the 
fundamental theorem of algebra and the int.ermediat.e va\ue tbeorem of elementary 
Mathematics; and the not so famous Gottlieb's tbeorem of group homology, [G2]. Of 
course we ha.ve more result.s in category 3, but it is not so easy f,o describe them with 
a few words. One snappy new resu\t. is the following: Consider any stnüght line and 
smooth surface of genus greater t.han 1 in three dimensional Euclidean space. Then 
the line must. be contained in aplane which is tangent to the surface, ( [G3], theorem 
15). 

We will discuss the Gauss-Bonnet theorem since that yields results in ali three 
categories as well as hav ing the longest history of ali the results mentioned. One of 
the most well-known theorems from ancient t imes is t he theorem that the sum of t.he 
angles of a tria.ngle equals 180 degrees. Gauss sbowed for a t riangle whose sides are 
geodesics on a surface M in t.hree-space that the sum of the angles equals 7t+ fM K dM, 
where /( is tbe Gaussian curvature of the surface. Bonnet and Van Dyck pieced these 
triangles togetber to prove t.hat. for a closed surface M the tota1 curvature J111 Kd/11! 
equals 2rr;\,(AI). Hopf proved t.hat f111 KdM , where M is a closed hypersurface in 
odd dimensional Euclidean space and K is the product. of the principal curvatures 
must equal t.he degree of t.he Gauss map Ñ : M 2" - S2" times t.he volume of t.he 
uuit spbere. Then he proved 2deg(Ñ) = x(M 2"). (Morris Hirsch in [Hi] gives credit 
to Kronicker and Van Dyck far Hopf's result.). For a history of the Gauss-Bonnet 
theorem see {GrJ, pp. 89-72 or [Sp], p. 385. Or see [G4j fo r a history clase to the 
point of view given here. 

Let. / : Al - R." be a smooth map from a compact Riemannian manifo ld of 
dirnension n lo n-dimensional EucLidean space so that f near the boundary f)M is an 
immersion. The index of the grad ient of x o / : M - R, where x is the projection 
of R" onto the x-ax.is , is equal to the difference between the Euler Chara.cteristic and 
tbe degree of the Gauss map. Thus 

I nd(grad(x o!))= x(M) - degN . 

This equation leads to an immediate proof of the Gauss-Bonnet. Theoremt since for 
odd dimensional A! and any vect.or field W , t.he index satis fies /nd(- W) = - l nd(W ). 
Thus the left. side of t.he equ1Ltion reverses sign while t.be right side of the equation 
remaius the samc. T hus x(M) equals the degree of tbe Gauss-map , which is the total 
curvarure over the volume of t.he standard n - l sphere. ow 2x(M ) = x(fJM ), so 
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we get. Hopf's vcrsion of t.he Gauss-Bonnet. theorem. 
Not.e ns a by-product we also get l nd(grad(x o / )} = O which is a new result 

t.hus falling into category 3. Another consequence of tbe generalized Gauss-Bonnet. 
thoorem follows when we assume t.he map f is an immersion. In t.his case t he gradient. 
of :z: o f has no zeros, so it.s index is zero so the right hand side in zero and so again 
,\(M) = degÑ . This is Ha.efiiger's theorem [Hae], a cat.egory 2 result .. Please note in 
nddition t hat. the Law of Vector Fields applicd to odd dimensional closed manifolds, 
combined wit.h t.he category 2 result. l n.d(-W) = - l nd(W) , implies tha.t t.he Euler 
characteristic of such ma.nifolds is zero, (category 2). So the Gauss-Bonnet. theorem 
and this result. have t.he same proof in some strong sense. Also our prediction of the 
non-cxistence of magnctic monopoles follows from the same result.! 

Justas the Gauss-Bonnet theorem followed from considering pullba.ck vect.or fields, 
the Brouwer fixed point. theorem is generalized by considering t he following vector 
field . Supposc Af is an n-dimensional body in R" and suppose that f : M - R'1 is 
a continuous map. Then !et the vector field V¡ on Af be defined by drawing a vector 
from m to the point / (m.) in R". lf the map f sat.isfies the transversal propert.y, that. 
is the line between m on t.he boundary of M and / (m) is never tangent to 8M, than 
/ has a fixed point if x(M) is odd (cat.egory 1). This last sent.ence is an enormous 
generalization of t he Brouwer fixed point. theorem, yet it. remains a small example of 
what can be proved from applying the Law of Vector Fields to V¡. In fact. the Law 
oí Vector Fields applied to V1 is t.he proper generalizalion of the Brouwer fixed point. 
theorem. 

A second method oí producing Mathemat ics from the Law of Vector Fields involves 
making precise the statement. that the La.w defines the index of vector fields, [G- SJ. In 
this method we lcarn from t.he Law. T he Law t.eaches us that there is a generaliza.t.ion 
of homolopy which is very useful. T his geners.lization, which we call otopy, not. only 
allows the vector field to change under t ime, but, nJso its doma.in of definition changes 
under time. An otopy is what 8_ V undergoes when V is undergoing a homotopy. A 
proper otopy is an otopy which has a compact set of zeros. The proper otopy classes 
of vector fields on a connected manifold is in one to one correspondence with the 
integers via the map which takes a vector field to its index. This leads to the fact 
t.hat homotopy classes of vector ficlds on a manifold wit h a connected boundary where 
no zeros appear on t.he bounda.ry are in one to one correspondence with the integers. 
T his is not. true if the bounda.ry is disconnect.ed. 

We find that we do not need to assume t.hat vector fields are continuous. We 
can define the index for vector fields which have discontinuities and which are not. 
defined everywhere. We need only assume t hat the set oí 11defects" is compact and 
never appears on the boundary or frontier of the sets for which the vector fields are 
defined. \Ve then can define an index for any compact connect.ed component of defects 
(subject. only to the mild condit.ion that the component is open in the subspace of 
defects). Thus under an otopy, it is as if thc defects change shape with time and 
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collide with other defects , and all the while each defect has an integer associated with 
it . This integer is preserved under collisions. That is , the sum of the indices going 
into a collision equals the sum of t.he indices comiog out oí a collision, provided no 
coroponent "radia.tes out to infinity", Le. loses its compactness. 

This pict ure is very suggest ive of the way charged particles are supposed to in
tera.ct . Using the Law of Vector Fields as a gu ide we have defi ned an index whicb 
sat isfies a consen•ation law under collisions. The main ideas behind the construction 
involve dimension, continuity, and the concept of pointing inside. We suggest that 
those ideas might lie behind ali the conservntion laws of collisions in Physics. 

4. Prope rties of Index 

The Law of Vector Fields is t.he fo llowing: Let ¡...¡ be a compact smooth manifold 
and !et V be a vector field on M so that V(m ) t= O for alJ m on the boundary 8AI 
of /o.'/ . Then lJM contains an open set {J_M whicb consists of ali m E 8 M so that 
V(m) poin ts inside. We define a vector field , denot.ed 8_ V on 8_M , so that for every 
m E lJ_ A/ we have 8_V(m.) = Projection of V(m) tangent to lJ_M . Under these 
conditions we bave 

/ nrJ V + lnd a _ 11 = x( M ) (1 ) 

wbere / nd V is the index of t.he vector field and x(M ) is t he Euler charnc teristic of 
M . ([MJ, [G-OJ, [PJ). 

The Law of Vector Fields can be used to define the index of vector fie lds , so the 
whole of index theory follows from (1). T he dcfi nition of index is not di ffi cult, but. 
proving it is well-defined is a litlle in volved , [G- S] . The definition proceeds as follows: 
a) The index of an empty vector field is zero . 
b) IJ Al is a fi nite set of point.s and V is defined on all oí the M (t be vectors a re 

ne<:essa.rily zero) , then Jnd( V ) = number of points in M . 
e) If \1 is a proper vector field on o. compact. M , by which we mean V has no 

defect.s on 8 /11 , then we set 

l nd V = x (M ) - l nd(a_V ). 

d) If V is defined on t.be closure of an open subset U o ( a smooth manifold M so 

lhat the set of defects D is compact and D C U , tben we say V is a proper 
vector field . The index hul V is defined to be Jnd(VI M ) where M is any 
compact. man ifold such that D e M e U. 

e) lf C is a connected component of D and C is compact a.nd open in D define 
Jndc(V } lO be the index of V restricted toan open set. containing C and no 
other deíect.s of V. 

A kcy idea in proving l itis definition is well-defined is a genera lization of the 
concept. oí homotopy whicl1 we ca.U otopy. An otopy is what (L V undergoes when V 
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undergoes a homotopy. The formal defin it.ion is as follows: An otopy is a vector ficld 
V defined on tbe closure of an open set T C M x J so that V(m, t) is t.a.ngent to t.he 
si ice M x l. The otopy is 71roper if the set of defect.s O of V is com pact. and contained 
in T . The restriction of V to M x O and M x 1 are said to be properly otopic vector 
fields. Proper otopy is an equivalence relation. 

The following properties hold for the index: 

(2)Let Af be a connected manifold. The proper otopy classes of proper vector fields 
on Af are in one to one correspondence via t.he index to t.he integers. If M is a 
compact manifold with a connected boundary, t.ben a vector field V is properly 
homotopic to W if a.nd only if l nd V = l nd W. 

(3) l nd(VIA u B) = l nd(VIA) + lnd(VIB) - l nd(VIA n B ) 

(4) l nd(V x W) = lnd(V) · ind(W) 

(5) / nd(-V) = (- l)dim M / nd(V) 

(6) lf V has no zeros, t.hen l nd(V ) = O 

(7) l nd(V) = L:c l ndc(V) for ali compact connected components C, assuming D is 
the union of a finit.e number of compact. connected components. 

For certain vector fields the index is equal to classical invariants. Suppose f : 
R" - R". Let. M be a campa.et n submanifold . Define vt by v'(m.) = /(m). If 
f : 8M - R" - O, t.hen 

(8) / nd vi = deg / . 

Suppose f : U - R" where U is an open set of R". Let. V¡(m.) = m- /(m.). T hen 

(9) J nd V¡ = fixed point index of / on U. 
Suppose / : M - N is a smoot.h map between two Riemannian manifolds. Let. 
V be a vector field on N. Let. F V be t.he pu11back of V on M. We define t.he 
pullback by 

(J"V (m),iim) = (V(/(m)) , / . (iim)). 

Note that far/: M -+ R a.nd V = 1t, we ha.ve j"V = gradient f . 
O\\' suppose that f : M" - R" where M" is compact a.nd V is a. vector field on 

R" so Lba / has no singula r points near 8AI and V has no zeros on f(BM) . T hen 
if n > l. 
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(JO) / nd f"V = í::w;V; + (x(M) - deg Ñ) 

wbere Ñ : 8M _. S';_, is t.he Gauss map de6ned by t.he immersion of 8A'f if 
R" under / , and v¡ = lndc; (V) for the ¡t.h zero of V and w, is the winding 
number of lhe ¡th zero with respect to f : 8AI - R" . The winding number is 
calculated by sending a ray out from the ¡th zero and noting where it bits the 
irumersed n - l manifold 8M. At each point of intersect ion the ray is either 
passing inward or outward relative to the outward pointing normal N. Add up 
these point assigning + l if the ray is going from inside to outside 1 and - 1 if the 
ray goes from outside to inside. T his is t.he generalized Gauss- Bonnet theorem . 

Using the property that the Euler- Poincare number is an invar iant. of homotopy 
type and the above properties of the index, the following useful properties of the 
Euler- Poincare number can easily be proved . 

l. "\'.(A!)= 1 where M is contract.ible. 

2. t(M, U M2) = x(M ,) + x(M,) - x(M, n M2) where M, and M2 and M1 n M, 
are submanifolds of M1 U M2 . 

3. \ (M, X M,) = x(M ,) X x(M,). 

4. \(Al) =O when M is a closed odd dimensional manifold . 

5. x(éJM) = 2x(A/) if M is an even dimensional manifold. 

5 . Ve rtica l Vector F ie ld s 

Let F - E L B be a fibre bund le whose fibre F is a smooth manifold and 
whose st rucLure group is the group of diffeomorphisms of F. Then we ha ve a vector 
bundle o over B of vectors tangent t.o the fibres. That is o jF = tangent bundle of 
F . A vertical vector fie ld V on E is an assignruent to ea.ch point e of E a vector in o 
a t e. V might be empt.y or it might be defined on part of E. A more precise way to 
cxpress this is that V : S _. o is a cross-section from some subset S of B into o. 

H B = 1, tbe unit int.erval, t.hen V is called an otopy. U V is an otopy which is 
cont inuous and defined over a.11 of E, then \/ is called a homotopy. 

A vertical \•ect.or fi eld V is 71ropcrif D n p- 1(C) is compact fo r ali compact. subset.s 
C oí 8 where D is the set of defects of V. 

A ,. rticaJ vector ficld V is propcr with respect to an open set U e E if (D n U) n 
p- 1(C) is compact for a.U campa.et C in B a.nd if \1 can be extended cont.inuously over 
lbe front1er 7J - U so t.hat. t.herc a.re no zeros on 7J - U . 

lf F - E 2..... B is a fibrc bundle so tha.t F is compact. and has boundary F, we 

s.ay a vertical vector fi eld V is proper with respect to the boundary if D n E= 0 where 

EC E is tbe set of points in E on the boundary of sorne fibre. 
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Note that V proper with respect to tbe bouudary implies t.hat V is proper with 

rcspect to Lhe open set. E...... E. 
The above definit.ions rest.rict to t.he concepts of proper homotopy and proper 

ot.opy when B = 1. 

H W is o. vertical vector field , and if V is the restriction of W to a fixed fibre, 
then we say the defect.s of V intemct via W if they are contained in a connected set 
oí dcfects oí W . An import.ant cla.ss of questions is the following. If F - E -E+ 8 
is a fibre bundle and V is a vector field on a fibre F , is it. possible to extend V to 
a vertical vector field W so tha.t. certain defects of V do not intera.ct, or so t.ha.t t.he 
deíects of W so.t.isfy some condit ion such as tbey are compact? 

The extension of vector fields wit.h nonzero indices puts strong conditions on !.he 
homology of t.he fibre bundle as the foilowing results from [B- G] show: 

Lct F ~ E 2..... B be a smooth fibre bundle with F a compact manifold wit.h 
boundary 8F and B a finite complex. Let V be a proper vert ical vector field defined 
on an open set of E. We assume t.hat V has no zeros on E. We will call such vect.or 
fields uerticnl vect.or fields for short in the next theorems. 

In {B- GJ, we defined a.n S~map Tv : e+ - e+ associated with V. This tra.nsfer 
rv has the usual properties: 

a] !/V is llomotopic to a vertical vector field V' by a liomot.opy oj vertical uector 

field.s, so in particular no zeros appear on E, then Tv• is homotopic to ry. 

b) rV(pºo U /J) = a U rV(fJ) for cohomology theories hº with cup products. 

c) For ordmary homology or cohomology, p. o rv. and -rV o pº is multiplication by the 
indu of V restricted to a fibre F , denoted fod(VIF). 

(11) p. o rv. = l nd(VIF). 

Al.so in IB- G] the following theorem is shown. Given fibre bundle F __..!_.. E ...!..... B 
where V is a vert.icaJ vector field , that 

O= l nd(VIF)w. : {X, ilB) - (X, F) 

is trivial. Here we assume that X is a finite complex, íl B _.::... F is t.he transgression 
map induced by the fibre bundle, {X , Y} denotes the group of stable homotopy classes 
from Xto Y. 

h. íollows that 

(12) O= l nd(VIF)w. : H.(ilB) - H.(F) . 
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6. The Nonexistence of Magnetic Monopoles 

We ha.ve the fo llowing pict.ure immerging out of the prev ious sect ions. A vector 
field has a set of connected components of defects. Now under a. homotopy these 
components move around and collide with one auother. Tbere is a conservation law 
which says tbat lhe sum of the indices of the components going into a collision is equal 
to the sum of the indices of the components at the collision is equal to the sum of the 
indices after the collision , if during the homotopy ali the component.s rema.i n campa.et 
and there are onJy a finit.e number of them. Thus the index remains conserved unless 
sorne component "rad ia.t.es out to infinit.y." This suggests part.icles bearing cha rges 
couJd be modeled as defect.s of vector fie lds. 

The fact. lhat charge-like conservat,ion follows from a simple topological construct, 
which depends onJy on cont.inuit.y and dimeusion and poi.nting inside, suggests that 
the topological concept. of index has physical content . 

Tbere is ano t.her compelling rea.son to consider the index as a physical quantit.y. 
It is an inva riant of General Relativity. This is made precise in the following theorem. 

Theo r e n1 Su ppose V is a space- like vector field in a space- time S. Suppose M 
a1td N are two time- like slices of S which can be smoothly de/ormed into each other. 
Suppose D , the set o/ de/ects o/ V , is compact in the region o/ S where the de/ormation 
takes place.. The n the index of V projected. onto M is equal to th.e index o/ V projected 
onto N. 

This theorem is t.rue since we can set up a proper otopy bet.ween t.he t.wo project.ed 
vector fields given the hypotheses of t.he theorem. This mea.ns for any space- like 
vector field , tbe index is invariant under any choice of space-like slices. Thus it. is 
mathematically 1rue t.hat t.he index is an invar iant of general relat iv ity, just like proper 
t ime, unless there is t.opologicu.l radiu.tion or there is a singula rity or strange topology 
betwee.n the two slices so f,ho.t there is no deformation possible. 

ow we will g ive an argument. t,hat Magnet ic Monopoles do not exist using Clas
sical Field Tbeory. See IM- T- WJ, IPJ , ITJ, IFJ for the relevant formali sm. 

Let F' be au elect.romagnet.ic 2-form on space-lime S. Let. F denote the u.ssociated 
Linear transformation on t.he tangent. space of S. Let. u denote a t ime- like unit vector 
field . Then the elect ric vecto r field associat.ed to u is a space- like vect.or field given 
by E= Fu . 1ow consider the 2-fonn •F'. Here the *denotes the Hodge dual whicb 
depends on tbe choi?e of orient.at.ion ~u.de on S . Now the ma.gnet ic field relative t.o 11 

is giveu by - lJ = ( r·)1J . Note t.hat. B reverses direct ion if the orient,ation is changed. 
The 1ndex Principie asserts t.hat. either the index of - 8 = ( fr ~ )u is zero , or the vector 
fi eld is uot defi ned. Now a mu.gnet.ic monopole wiU have eitber index + l or - 1. Hence 
the monopole cannot exist .. 

We make three remarks on the above argument .. The fi.rsl dea ls with the question: 
Why doesn't E reverse sign if we chu.nge our conventions oí posit.ive cbarge t.o negat.ive 
charge? \Ve say lha.t 1.he vect.or field n rcpresents a swarm of test cha rges. lf the sign 
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oí thc test charge changes we still expect that tbe test cbarge will accelerate in t.he 
samc direction because t.ha signs of evcry charge is reversed. lf we insisted on keeping 
the sign of the test chnrge t.he same and changed the sígns on ali the real charges it. 
would be as if we changed t.he experiment, so we should 1101 expect. that t.he index of 
6 would remain the same. 

The second remark des.Is with t.he orient,ation of space-time. We are assuming that. 
clmnging the oricnta tion of space-time cloes not intail a change in some experiment 
uscd to define the electric and magnet.ic vectors. lf it did1 if for example sorne particle 
intemcts with F by means of an "intrinsic choice oí orient.at.ion", then t.he Index 
Principie would no longcr apply. So it is worthwhile to think a bit about changes in 
orientation. 

The violat.ion of parity by the weak force is illustrated by describing an experiment. 
which cannot take pince if reflected in a mirror. Sudbury does it. in describing t.he 
beta decay of Cobalt. 60 on page 273 of [SuJ. and Feynman does it on page 17- 11 in 
volume 111 of jF'- L-Sj where he describes the Aº decay. In bot.h cases t.he experiment. 
would be possible if one changed t.he handedness conventions in the mirror. That. 
is, assume the refle<::t.ion carries t he change from tbe rigbt ha.nd rule to the left, hand 
rule. In that case, t.he axial vect.ors spin and angular moment.um would be reflected 
the correct way. Feynman describes the mirror reflecLion very carefully in volume 1 1 

chapter 35, sect.ion 5 of [F- L- $]. There is no overriding reason why he chooses not to 
change the handedness in the reflected world. 

In Quantum Mechanics t.he t.ransformation P is given by reflect.ing the coordi
nate system. Since Quantum Mechanics concerns itself with formal manipulat.ion of 
coordinate systems1 t.here is no question about reversing 1he handedness. lt <loes not. 
seem that changing oriental.ion fits into Quantum ri.·techanics. But Classical Electro
dynamics is unequivocal that the handedness be changed. The change of coordinates 
of Quam.um Mechanics is replaced by the more intrinsic reflection diffeomorphism R. 
Now R is 8.Jt isomet.ry of the Lorent.zio.n metric wbich reverses oriento.t.ion. Since every 
mcasuremcnt must be t.he same, if we reverse the orientation we can imagine R as 
an orientation preserving isometry onl.o the larget space-time and every sto.tement. 
invoh•ing electromngnet.ism on t.he source space-time is in one t.o one correspondence 
with those of the target. spac time. Then if we change the orient.ation bo.ck so that 
R ís not orientation prescrving, t.he possibility exists that there is some st.atement. no 
longer irue. Tbus t.he arguments of Suclbury and oí Feynman are not so convincing 
since they arbitrarily choose the orienta.tion in the mirror's world. 

The third remark deo.Is with thc foct t.hat there may be local zeros of 8 wit.h 
nonzero indices. This secms to viola.te the ludex Principie. Also, 8 changes far 
cha.ngmg observers. So we need to modify the index principie by mnking precise t.he 
concepL oí undefined indcx. We sho.11 do that below. 

The correct genera.lization of proper otopy, as we mentioned in section 5, is t.bat. 
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of a proper uertical vector fidd along tit e fibrcs o/ a fibrc btmdlc 

where Al is a smoot.h manifold and V is a vP.ctor fie ld along the fibres and proper 
means that the defects of V are compact over any compact subset. of B. Then V 
restricted lo any fib re has t.he same index. 

ow there is a very natural fibre bundle whose fibres are diffeomorphic to astan
dard space-like slice M of a space-time S. Let. B denot.e the space of smooth space-like 
imbeddings of M in S. Let. G denote t.he group of self diffeomorphisms M. Then G 
acts as a transíormation group on B by composition on the right. Also G acts on 
B x M diagonally. The project.ion from B x /LI to 8 commules wit.h t,hese act.ions 
and hence induces a map on t.he quotient. spaces which gives rise lo the fibre bundle 

M - (B x M)/ G - B/ G 

We wiU call lhis fib re bundle the s7mcc- time ftbre bundle. 
ow thcre is a nat.ura.l way to put vertical vector fields on thc space-time fibre 

bundle gi\·en an ant.isymmet.r ic 2-t.ensor Fº on S. Now for each /11/ in S there is a 
norma l unit fut.ure point.ing t.imc- likc vector fi eld u. Then F·u is tangent to that. sli ce 
s ince F·u is o rthogonal to u. Sec [PL [T] . We now think of F·u as being tangent to 
the fibrc ¡\[ in tbe fibrc bundle. Tlrns wc ha.ve our ve rtical vector field . 

Now - 8 = F·u where •F is t.he Hodgc dual of the elect.romagnetic tensor F . Mere 
the .. denotes the Hodge dual which depends on the choice of orientation made on S. 

ow lhe \'CClor field a.long thc fibre on t.he space- like fibre bundle a rising from •F is 
thc magn tic vector fi eld B on ea.ch fibrc, a nd it. revcrses direction if t.he oriental.ion 
is changed. The 1.ndex Princip ie assert.s that either the index on cach fibre is zero, or 
t.he \·eclOr field is no t. proper. 

Prin cipie of Invariance of lndex The index o/ any "ph ys1cal" proper vertical 
uecto'" on the spoce · tune fib1 -e bundle 1s iuvan:ant under changes o/ oricntation o/ 
$pace time: . OthenlllSC thc vector ficld is not proper and 1t s1gnals either mdialion or 
unrealtSl1c physico l hypotheses. 

A careful disc:ript.ion of !.he elect romagaet.ic forms and their a.ssociated operators 
can be found in IG5j and IG6] . A nrn.in rcsult. in [GS] is s tated in terms of the degree 
oí map. in 1he gcncrnli ty ment.ioncd prev iously. Thus iL is a new result predicled by 
the funcuon principie. 

7. T be index as a quantum number 

As we meulioned in section 5, a vecf.or field changing under a.n ot.opy has zeros and 
defects moving under time and co lliding ttnd interact ing with eacb other. Ea.ch defect 
has an mdex, and 1he sum of t he indices coming into a collis ion is eq ua l to the suru of 
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t.ho indices oí thc out.golng indices. H we could identiíy what. part.icles correspond to 
which deíect.s oí 1.he appropriate vector fields, we could derive u.s a consequence thc 
conscrvat1on oí the part.icle's indices. 

Now \'eclor fields along t.he fi bre oí a fib re bundle are a genera lization oí 1.he concept. 
oí ot.opy We can think oí t.hese vertical vector fields as represent.ing a collect ion oí 
possible otopies undcr certain circumstances. We say lhat a set oí dcfocls potentiaUy 
intcmcL on a fibre if t.hey are conta ined in a connecled componen!. oí defects in t.he 
total space. 

Suppose we have n fib re bundle and a proper vector field defincd on 1.llC t.ot.al spacc 
so that. every vector is t.angcnt. a long the fibre. What. kind of vector fields on a given 
fibre could be t.he rest.rict.ion of t.hc global vector field along the fib re? Eqmttion (ll) 
of section 5 stat.es t.ha1, there is a t.ra.nsfor on homology whose trace is t.he index of 
the vector fie.ld rcst.ricted to t.he fibre. Thus the homology of the fibre bundle rest.ricts 
the possible indices of vector fields on the fib re. For example, consicler the principal 
SU(2) - bundle whosc t.ot.al space is thc 7 dimensional sphere and whose base space 
is thc 4 dimensional sphere. This is t.he Hopí fibralion. The homology only permits 
transfors of t race O. Hence thc inclex of the rest ric tion of any vector field nlong the 
fibre rcstricted t.o a fibre must. be zero. 

So ií we could find a physical meaning for t.be Hopf bundle and if t here is a vert.ical 
vector ficJd on it which reprcsents ali t he possible processes, f,hen any particle wit.h 
inde.x not zero mus!, be annihihtt.cd under sorne process. As an example, consider a 
classical electron in t.hree space made compact., hence the three sphere. The defects of 
the electric 6eld are t.he electron and and the poinl at infinity. T he elecLron has index 
- 1 and the zero at infinity has index + L lf there is a uni\'ersa l vert.ical vector field fo r 
the Hopf bundle which restrict.s t.o this Coulomb field in onc fibre, then t.he elect.ron 
must interact wi1 h t.he zero at. infini ty. Since ali particles are sa id t.o have ant.ipart.icles 
which annihilat.e t.hem, wc have inductive cvidence thal j ust maybc, principie bundles 
ovcr the four dimensional spherc wit.h vertical vector6elds may describe part.icles. 
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